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What is as|careers?
 An employment website (and more) for 

job-seekers on the autism spectrum, 

employers and service providers

 Funded by a Salesforce Force for Change 

grant and four partner organisations



We believe…

A suitable job match leads to a sustainable career 

Career-seekers with autism add business value

Employers are open to new sources of talent

as|careers: Guiding Principles
Empowering 

career-seekers; 

educating 

employers

Strengths-based

Technology-

based

Designed to 

augment rather 

than replace 

existing services



What makes as|careers different?
as|careers is designed to:

 Bring together the 3 key groups in autism 

employment: Job-Seekers, Employers and 

Service Providers

 Highlight the unique skills and abilities that 

people on the autism spectrum bring to the 

workplace.

as|careers is conceived as a ‘virtual 

marketplace’ where community and 

knowledge building is as important as the 

transactional elements of job-seeking.

as|careers

Career-

seekers

Employers
Service 

Providers



What as|careers does
We aim to…

 Emphasise career-seekers’ 

strengths 

 Educate employers about autism 

and employment

 Enable appropriate job matches

 Empower career-seekers for 

success *beyond* as|careers

We’ll do this by…

 Guiding career-seekers through skills 

assessment

 Providing employers with case studies, 

knowledge articles, success stories

Using a unique matching algorithm

Outputting a Unique Personal Profile for use 

in any job-seeking activity



How as|careers is different

Standard information 

gathering about a job-

seeker

This is where as|careers begins to 

customise and identify the unique 

abilities and potential concerns a 

job-seeker may have



How does as|careers work?
skills

The Skill bank displays skills the 

candidate has selected from the 

‘cards’ below

Related skills are grouped together 

in skill ‘cards’ – e.g. programming 

languages, employability skills

Introductory copy provides context 

for situations where skills may have 

been acquired

Career-seekers choose top skills to 

highlight in their profile panel

A dedicated skill card displays skills 

common to many people on the 

autism spectrum



How does as|careers work?
my autism

Statements about sensory concerns 

are generated based on user input 

below

Career-seekers can answer a broad 

question about each sensory 

category with YES, NO, 

SOMETIMES, or…

…for more detailed questions on 

each sensory category, career-

seekers answer NOT SURE 

Five categories for sensory issues:

Touch, Sight, Sound, Smell & 

Movement 



How as|careers works for 
Employers
• Provides access to wealth of knowledge 

articles, case studies and success stories

• Enables employers to connect with service 
providers in a dedicated online community

• Employers can post details of available 
positions

• Builds their profile as an ‘autism-friendly’ 
workplace



How does as|careers work?
dashboard

Notifications to career-seekers 

about job matches, profile 

completeness & forum interactions

Displays job matches based on an 

algorithm

Career-seekers upload their own 

profile photo

Career-seekers can choose to share 

a statement about their sensory 

concerns

Any potential sensory issues 

associated with the job are 

highlighted



Next Steps

This is the prototype, developed with input from the autism 
community. 

Next steps are to develop the platform to a public beta version 
for testing and input from candidates and employers.

We are planning an Expression of Interest to fund and inform 
future platform development.



What will success of as|careers look like?

The success of as|careers will be measured by:
• Candidates successfully gaining employment

• Candidates length of tenure in a particular role

• Satisfaction of employers with candidates

• Satisfaction of candidates with employers

Quantitative measures will be:
• Employers posting multiple roles (repeat customers)

• Employer satisfaction with as|careers service

• Candidate satisfaction with as|careers service

• Candidate participation in the online community 



Thankyou – Questions?
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